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it's more than a nostalgia trip for medieval history students. medieval 2 is a great way to learn about the past in an interactive, convenient way. if you're a history nerd, you can explore all the castles and cities you want without having to worry about having a game or a map handy. at the same time, if you're not a history nerd, medieval 2 will
be just as exciting as any other strategy game. medieval 2 is a time traveling game, but you don't have to be a historian to understand what's going on. you just have to know how to play. players have to micromanage their units in order to keep them alive, while also making sure that their troops have good cover and don't become separated

from the rest of their army. you'll want to be able to shift your focus from one unit to another as you play, and it's really easy to do, as most of the game's units can be selected at the press of a single button. medieval 2 is a 3rd-person real-time strategy game. it features an enormous single-player campaign, with a focus on diplomacy and
warfare. the campaign can be played on its own with no further need for patches or updates, and it can be played by offline players. the game features a robust multiplayer mode, with full support for both local multiplayer and network multiplayer. the game is built around a smart ai system and allows for 4 different ai control modes, allowing for

either simple or complex ai challenges. the gameplay is smooth and easy to pick up, as players only need to press the right button to select their unit and press the left button to move them. the game features a robust tutorial, and players can use the in-game menus to easily access tutorial and strategy help. medieval 2 supports a range of
control options, including both keyboard and gamepad controls. players can also play the game in either landscape or portrait mode.
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total war: shogun 2 is a game that takes place in the feudal japan of the edo period. it's a massive game that plays out in real time. it gives you control over thousands of units, a huge selection of characters, and a vast array of different fighting styles. there are also many strategic decisions to make in a bid to win the struggle. your goal in this
game is to take over the whole of japan. this game also takes place in a different setting from the first game. you will be fighting against clans and warlords that are intent on toppling you from your throne. the battle is all about warlords. they will be seeking to build up their strength by recruiting and training soldiers. you are in charge of your
clan and the battles that you fight are against other clans. you can also add your own troops to your army. you can also trade and fight with other clans. your trade bar will reflect how much you can trade with others. when you play medieval 2 total war for the first time, you are likely to be surprised by the extensive amount of customization

available to you, a feature that is new to the series. you can customize and control your troops, such as the way they fight, what kind of armor they wear, what weapons they carry, and how they behave. in addition to this, you can alter your unit's battle formation, which is very useful if you're fighting in a crowded battlefield. you can also
change the appearance of your units by choosing different costumes, including the how you present yourself to your opponents. all this means that the game can be personalized in a very real sense. you are not simply told what kind of troops to use, but rather have full control over the way your army behaves. this is a feature that is clearly a lot

of fun, but it also presents a level of control over your gaming experience that some might find off-putting. 5ec8ef588b
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